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Abstract: Autonomous positioning is the core technology of unmanned
systems, and it is the premise and guarantee for the system to complete all
kinds of tasks. In recent years, Shanghai Jiaotong University IPAC marine
unmanned system team has carried out a lot of research work around the
positioning and cooperation technology of marine unmanned systems. This
talk introduces the research progress of IPAC maritime unmanned system
team, focusing on the research work of air-sea cooperation positioning and
multi-ship cooperation positioning. The air-sea cooperation positioning
system is composed of UAV and UAV, which realizes UAV landing based on
visual navigation through intelligent autonomous positioning, and supplies
energy; multi-ship cooperation positioning system is composed of multiple
ships, which cooperates with each other to complete the desired task
through high-precision positioning. The report introduces the research
background and requirements, analyzes the key problems and challenges of
the system, demonstrates the results of technical verification, and looks
forward to the future of technical applications.
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